1) What are the consequences involved with not knowing your property lines and permit boundaries?
   a. Company fines
   b. Personal fines
   c. Cessation orders
   d. Permit revocation

2) What safe practices should be used with property lines and permit boundaries?
   a. Always familiarize yourself and other operators with property lines and permit boundaries prior to beginning any disturbance
   b. Always conduct operations within the stated permit limits
   c. Always maintain control of any surface area and surface water on bonded and permitted property
   d. Always seek to minimize the impacts of mining activities in off permit areas (i.e. subsidence, water degradation or soil contamination)
   e. Never allow mining or mining by-product materials to be placed off bonded areas (i.e. coal, shot rock, top soil, refuse, sump cleanings etc.)
   f. Never allow extraneous materials or indiscriminate dumping within a berm or downslope of berms
   g. Never allow mining activities to negatively impact neighboring or downslope properties (i.e. fly rock and runoff)

3) Which of our boundaries do we work closest to?

4) Have we crossed any boundary here at our site?

5) Can someone tell me where out boundaries are?

6) Is there a way to improve employee knowledge of our boundaries?

7) Do we have any neighbors that may be a concern to our company?
Make Time for Safety, Everyday! – Yes, production is important, but the focus must be on Safe Production! Keep that in the back of your mind. Don’t take risky chances and stay out of harm’s way. Nobody goes to work thinking ‘I’m going to get hurt or killed on the job today!’ But every day 15,000-17,000 workers suffer disabling injuries on the job and another 11-17 are killed. What are you doing to make sure it doesn’t happen on your shift?

Keep stoking the fire; we can’t let the 'Safety Train' run out of steam!

Date Presented: ____________________ Presented By: ____________________
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